
RED-AID — REspectful and capability-centreD 
AI Device for Preventing Call Fraud

INTRODUCTION
Voice-based fraud (‘vishing’) accounts 
for one of the most significant crimes 
in the UK, in terms of frequency, impact 
and pervasiveness. The harms result-
ing from such attacks can be devastat-
ing, both financially and emotionally. 
Research suggests that, as AI systems 
are being applied by adversaries for au-
tomated open-source intelligence (OSI-
NT) and execution, these attacks will be-
come even more effective.

AIM
WatchDog will be a simple IoT Edge de-
vice that aims to be a first line of de-
fence for making individuals more re-
silient to phone fraud. The anticipated 
proof of concept will consist of 2 em-
bedded computers with a touchscreen 
(Intel NUC and Raspberry Pi) interfaced 
to a landline telephone via an audio tap 
adapter [2] or with VoIP integration to an 
IP-based PBX. The landline is our initial 
target as it is often the vector of phone 
fraud leveraged against older adults.

Our approach is novel and centres on 
automatic Conversational Analysis, the 
use of NLP techniques to analyse con-
versations. To do this, Watchdog will 
first perform real-time transcription of 
phone calls using a commercial high- 
accuracy speech-to-text API, and then 
apply a custom ensemble of deep NL 
classifiers on the resulting transcripts 
to identify features that indicate the 
call may be fraudulent, including anal-
ysis of the dialogue for evidence of co-
ercion and deception. These classifiers 
will identify fragments of conversation-
al turns that correspond to stages of 
social engineering fraud action, includ-
ing pretext delivery and direct elicita-
tion/call to action. This evidence will be 
fused with other information, including 
call origin and ID. The combined result 
will be provided immediately back to the 
user, in a representation appropriate to 
the needs and context. This might in-
volve, for instance, highlighting aspects 
of a conversation that indicate coercion 
or deception; displaying an aggregate 
risk score; a stronger intervention for a 
more immediate risk might include im-
mediate call termination.

PROJECT TIMELINE
Start date: 01-06-2022
Finish date: 30-11-2022 

WHY
An estimated 4m incidents of phone fraud recorded annually 
by the National Crime Agency [1], amounting to an estimat-
ed £190bn of loss in 2017 UK, but this figure is thought to be 
much less than actual figures because it is a crime that tends 
to be grossly under-reported by individuals.

METHODOLOGY
The ethical design of systems such as WatchDog are particu-
larly challenging because they aim to support vulnerable indi-
viduals situated in complex networks of care and support. We 
will investigate the normative underpinnings of such a widely 
applicable dynamic ethical account, by analysing and contrib-
uting to the co-creation of a state-of-the-art ML technology 
for a specific vulnerable population from the capabilities ap-
proach perspective.

EXPECTED IMPACT
The rapidly ageing population has led to an increased focus 
on Assistive Technologies (AT) like WatchDog, including Am-
bient Assisted Living (AAL) technologies [5]. Their goal is to 
enable their users to stay active and longer in their preferred 
dwellings and communities, and empower their activities of 
daily living [3,4,6].

Figure 1: ‘No-hang-up-fraud’ complaints reported to the UK Ombudsman 

in 2015. Between mid-2012–2014, the ombudsman service resolved 185 

complaints of financial fraud involving a no hang-up scam, brought by 

173 individual consumers, 148 of which the age was known. 80% of af-

fected individuals were over 55 [7].

Figure 2: Mock-up of Watchdog

KEY OUTCOMES
• Design and Development of a proof-

of-concept Watchdog IoT Edge device 
for providing a 1st line of defence for 
older adults against phone fraud

• Increased resilience of individuals 
(mainly older adults) to phone fraud

• Ethical framework based on Capability 
Approach for Assistive Technology de-
signed for vulnerable population. 
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